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GPG Background
• Supporting parliaments, parties, ministries
and local government
– Established 2005, aiming to provide more politically-astute
and agile form of programming
– Expert Associates with direct political experience
– Problem-solving rather than project management

• Analysis, advice, delivery
• Delivery projects
Iraq, Jordan, Egypt, Sudan, Honduras, Ukraine, Fiji, Nepal,
Libya, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Rwanda, Uganda,
Afghanistan, …

Strategic Analysis and Advice

Options and entry-points
• Organisation, structures, procedural reform: Working with
parliamentary leaders. Support to improve the co-ordination of
parliamentary work, improve internal efficiency and provide strategic
direction.
• An effective engine-room: Working with parliamentary committees.
It is difficult to overstate the importance of committees. The committee
system will cover all policy areas shaping development.
• The importance of institutional memory: Working with
parliamentary staff. Where parliaments lose 70% or 80% of MPs at
each election staff can be the institutional memory, providing advice on
parliamentary rules, working practices in committee and plenary, and
acceptable standards of behaviour.
• Listening to voters: Improving constituency service. MPs are
expected to give citizens money, pay for tuition, hospital bills or find jobs
– this can have a distorting effect, sometimes leading to the direct buying
of votes, corruption, or MPs only serving the needs of supporters.

The purpose of assistance to parliaments
– and the failings of traditional assistance
The point of changing institutions is to improve outcomes
Improving the quality of policy, and the delivery of services
that affect people’s lives
1.

Too much training and ‘induction’
– What happens in a classroom is less important than what happens
afterwards.

2.

Too many templates, not enough problem solving
– What implementers know, not what parliaments need.

3.

Focus on structures rather behaviour
–

4.

Tendency to look for technical solutions to political problems

Absence of politics
– Where are the incentives for change? Why hasn’t change happened
already?

Understanding politics better

The evolution of ‘political’ methods:
DoC, SGACA, PEA, TWP, DDD, PDIA, … etc
• Political Economy Analysis
– Drivers of Change, Power Analysis, Strategic
Governance and Corruption Analysis

• Doing Development Differently
– Upside Down Governance, Good Enough Governance,
Working with the Grain, Locally-led/Politically Smart

• Problem Driven Iterative Adaptation/Thinking and
Working Politically
– Moving from thinking to doing

All About Behaviour
1. Identifying the Gap
– In every parliament there is a gap between the power
the institution has to call the government to account, and
the willingness, or ability, of MPs to use those powers.

2. Individuals determine institutional behaviour
– Parliamentary culture, patterns of behaviour and
accepted norms are equally as important as structure,
power and resources in determining parliamentary
effectiveness.

Why Behaviour Matters More Than Structure
• Most international assistance focuses on the rules of the
game
– Constitutional & Institutional architecture, followed by training,
resources and ‘capacity building’

• But, the effectiveness of institutions is determined as much
by the “games within the rules”
– That is, the culture that creates institutional norms and shapes how
the game is played

• What does the institution look like from the inside?
– What needs to be dealt with today?
– What solutions will tackle the immediate problems and strengthen
the institution in the long-run?

Political Economy Analysis for Political Institutions
1. What’s the problem?
– Identifying the manifestations of weakness. Symptoms and causes.

2. Who’s in charge here?
– Mapping institutional power: Who has power? Over whom? What is
the source of that authority?

3. What’s in it for me?
– Incentives: personal, political, institutional, cultural

4. Who wins & who loses from change?
– Understanding attitudes to reform

5. “Make sure everybody gets something”
– Building a coalition for change by aligning incentives towards reform

The Importance of Continual Political Analysis
At a certain point the theory of change and political analysis have
to become less theoretical …
A PEA is a way of:
Understanding
• incentives, context, motivations and political dynamics
Engaging
• offering the basis for a joint plan of action
Altering
• providing an evolving strategy for managing the politics of
change

Political Analysis as Change Management

Principles for international assistance
• Be realistic
– An effective parliament makes functional politics more likely, but doesn’t
make it inevitable.
– Political change is contingent and donor influence is limited

• More responsibility, less control
– Be clear about whose job it is to “fix” things
– Enabling, not implementing - Political change takes time, and has to be
driven locally.

• All change is political
– Any improvement will alter the balance of power: understand who wins
and who loses

• Think big, act small
– Political change tends to be slow and incremental, not seismic and
sudden

Parliamentary Assistance as Change
Management Strategy
Enabling, not implementing.
Self-sustaining reforms have to be driven by the people affected by
them. The job is not to fix problems, but to help others fix them

1.

Start with the individual, not the
institution: Help MPs and staff do their
jobs better.

2.

Understand and align incentives to
strengthen parliament.

3.

Create pockets of good practice.

4.

The ripple effect: Capture, repeat and
replicate agreed ways of working.
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